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year-over-year success in diverse technology environments – Extensive experience building and realigning
global enterprise-wide IT infrastructures in shared services, asset management, distribution, marketing, sales,
operations, and financial services environments. In-depth expertise in technology process optimization, IT security
and governance, business continuity, and disaster recovery.
Focused on developing proactive strategic business-driven IT solutions – Excel at creating distribution
technology platforms that provide organizations with a competitive edge, protect intellectual property, improve
data integrity, eliminate redundancies, and save money and time; have achieved near perfect customer
satisfaction scores on annual satisfaction surveys.
Known for ability to foster strong relationships with clients, business partners, and staff – Consistently
commended for ability to manage and rebuild difficult relationships. Recognized as a leader who routinely
develops staff and raises the bar on performance via consistent feedback and developmental opportunities.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
AZTEK GLOBAL INVESTORS

Boston, MA 2009 to Present

SVP & CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
Recruited to this leading asset management and insurance products firm to improve IT service delivery of shared
services to 4 operating entities; later asked to support the retail distribution group based on outstanding
performance. Oversaw application development for retail distribution, client services, IT security, and business
continuity services across the U.S. Budget: $20M; Staff: 65
Key Win: Propelled annual client satisfaction ratings to 98% with average score of 4.8 out of 5 by creating the
technology organization’s first strategic plan for analyzing and managing people, processes, and technology.

STRATEGIC IT PLANNING & FORECASTING – Built first proactive processes for

analyzing IT service delivery and creating technology roadmap. New ITSM
(ServiceNow) platform contributed to better departmental and cross-functional
communications and provided an end-to-end solution with improved real-time
process documentation and accountability standards.

CLIENT SATISFACTION RATINGS

2009-65%

2010-88%

2011-98%

TEChNOLOGy PROCESS OPTImIZATION – Dramatically reduced technical support problem resolution time by

integrating 5 siloed helpdesks into a national delivery team that was so well received plans are now in place to
roll out globally. New model resulted in a more robust technology platform, harmonized processes for reporting
incidents and solutions, new self-service features, improved SLAs, and a more positive customer experience.

TEChNOLOGy mIGRATIONS – Sponsored and delivered the Next Generation Desktop consisting of Windows 7,
Office 2010, Lync, and unified communications. Leveraged enterprise architecture team and vendor to deploy
process and migrate/set up 1,100 PCs to keep desktop environment current.

STAFF DEVELOPmENT – Mandated one year Microsoft certification training for department’s 22 engineers and

developed first career pathing initiatives to elevate professionalism of team, enhance client perception and trust
in the IT staff, and motivate and retain top talent.

Key Win: Addressed close to 2 dozen issues compromising technology security and created organization’s first security
governance model and snapshot for proactively addressing threats and opportunities.

SECuRITy GOVERNANCE – Introduced business-driven benchmarks for establishing security requirements and
processes and procedures for monitoring, tracking, and enhancing security.
SECuRITy AwARENESS TRAINING – Instituted mandatory security awareness training for all 1,300 employees to
increase protection of company’s intellectual property and achieve fiduciary and government compliance.

SECuRITy AuDIT – Eliminated 100% of security audit issues by realigning the Chief Security Officer role and
assigning functional ownership, milestones, and accountability goals.
BuSINESS CONTINuITy & DISASTER RECOVERy – Rolled out state-of-the-art BCP communication system and
implemented first DR remote access solution allowing users to work remotely in the event of an emergency.
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Key Win: Turned around a multimillion-dollar enterprise-wide Intranet website launch that was behind schedule and
over budget; delivered a leading-edge product for customers with document management and mobility enabled
application for internal sales force and advisors.

VENDOR NEGOTIATIONS – Eliminated over three quarters of a million dollars in development costs associated with
first phase of project and negotiated preferred pricing on following 3 phases of project.

VENDOR mANAGEmENT – Initiated vendor governance procedures and realigned vendor accountability with IT
group to ensure future stabilization of costs and better project control.

RELATIONShIP mANAGEmENT – Reversed compromised relationship with the retail information systems client group
and won back trust that had been eroded due to previous project setbacks.

ImPROVED SALES FORCE AuTOmATION – Enhanced existing CRM platform. Delivered BI reporting and the first
iPad CRM app for the sales team, enhancing adoption rates, data quality, and the project governance process.
Established IT steering group for business executive oversight and management.
Key Win: In just 6 months, created the IT shared services infrastructure to support an additional broker-dealer
organization (one of the largest in the world) that was fully operational on day one with virtually no downtime.

COST SAVINGS – Trimmed IT costs associated with development teams and hosting by 43% in first year alone with
no reduction in services.

BARD INVESTORS

Boston, MA 2006 to 2009

SVP & GLOBAL HEAD OF DISTRIBUTION INFRASTRUCTURE
Following Bard’s acquisition of Smith Jones, was tapped to be part of the newly formed investment management
division tasked with merging technology and operations groups of the two companies.
Key Win: Built IT infrastructure to support retail, institutional, and private asset management distribution groups globally
to save time and money and improve information sharing across businesses.

CRm mIGRATION – Improved quality, accuracy, and accessibility of client data exponentially while significantly
reducing costs by streamlining multiple disparate CRM systems into a single enterprise-wide platform.

BuSINESS INTELLIGENCE REPORTING PLATFORm – Streamlined multiple asset management pipeline reporting

tools and created a real-time dashboard to better capture new business opportunities and product activity
across businesses and improve strategic planning and forecasting. Platform was so successful it was adopted as
a best practice across all business units.

TEChNOLOGy ENhANCEmENTS – Introduced several technology upgrades including SalesVision to integrate
Siebel with consolidated sales data, DocSpeed to deliver an automated straight through process to enhance
account opening process, and eDelivery to transmit and manage online delivery of client documents.

SmITh JONES

Boston, MA 1992 to 2006

VICE PRESIDENT, TECHNOLOGY & BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Designed and implemented the mutual funds group infrastructure. Automated several call center functions to
improve workflow and customer service. Managed staff of 10.
Key Win: Created the strategic multi-year IT vision and roadmap and introduced cutting-edge technologies that
allowed company to modernize and scale operations, build efficiencies, and compete globally.

SySTEm OVERhAuL – In just 6 months, retooled an antiquated prospecting and fulfillment system. Project
success resulted in a promotion and a feature article in IT Week magazine.
Recruited to firm as programmer; progressed through technical and management roles with increasing responsibility.

EDUCATION
M.S., COMPUTER SCIENCE, MIT, 1996

B.S., ELECTRONICS, RIT, 1992

Arnold was a Chief Technology Officer with diverse experience in many areas of IT including
strategic planning, migrations, security, and business continuity and his areas of expertise were
positioned at the beginning of each bullet within the chronology to link the keywords to a success
story. This was done to improve readability and keyword search. In addition, big picture key wins
were incorporated before the keyword/accomplishment sections to bucket key content, chunk text,
and provide a consolidated big picture view of the big takeaways from each role.
Arnold had successfully turned around a mediocre perception of the IT function in his
organization. He was very proud of the impact his initiative had on his client group and he had
statistics to back up that success so we created a visual representation of that success using a
pie chart showing the improvement in customer satisfaction scores over a 3-year period.
Arnold has worked for many financial services companies so we selected a conservative design
but used subtle design and color choices to help him stand out from the crowd.

